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This collection of prayers contains a selection of prayers for everyday use, originally revealed by the

Bb, Bah??lh and ?bdu?-Bah, and comes with a durable soft dark green plasticized cover. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This arrived quickly and in perfect condition. It is a treasured item and has really held up. This is a

solid edition of Bahai prayers with a great selection. This makes a wonderful gift and you really can't

go wrong.

Seems to be better quality than the others I've purchased recently with better print and paper. I don't

know if it is a different lot number or publisher. Very happy with this version.

This is a hardback edition bahai prayer book, its a quality book because the papers is nice and

thick, which allows the book to last. It is a US printed book so there are prayers which are directed

towards the American nation, all by Abdul baha. This book would suit all bahais and anyone who is

interested in prayers and meditations and communing with god.



Beautifully done!

Very simple, yet needed on a day to day basis. Small enough to keep in purse so you can share the

message of Abdul Bahai.

I love this prayer book. It doesn't matter what religion you practice, this is a book about unity and

loving God.

Well, "he would recommend this book, wouldn't he!" and yes, I do see your point, but this is more

than me just saying "the faith is great!" I really connected with this book long before I became a

Baha'i. "Prayer is a ladder by which everyone may ascend to heaven" - Muhammad, and how true

that felt when I read the words already familiar to me "lift me up to the heaven of holiness, O Source

of my Being." I still feel a tremendous uplifting feeling whenever I so much as open my prayer book,

and it is my dearest wish that everyone will be able to feel themselves ascending to heaven as

myself and Muhammad and countless others have. It is such a great bounty of God to be able to

pray, for it requires such little effort and rewards so much, and the prayers of the Manifestation of

God (Prophet) have the greatest power and truthfulness, while prayers of our own composition are

prey to worldliness. I really feel that everyone can benefit immeasurably from prayer, and of course,

"how can you think it doesn't work if you haven't tried it?" it really is worth the effort, if possible more!

Prayer, I feel, is the best way to start on the path to spirituality, because it can be consciously done

and sustained, and inevitably yields glorious fruits (good results), so pray, and let God come to you

and assist you on your path towards union with Him.

So comforting. Great prayers to go along with any Christianity religion. I love books of prayer that

are different from traditional everyday prayers.
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